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INTRODUCTION

An increasing number of students, educatiOnal

leader§-, and government officials are coming to reggI'd
4

present-day education in science as being largely irrelevant

4 to the chief activities of contemporary humin*life and are,

therefore, beginning to question its educational value.1'2

This trend is accented by the fact that, after several

,decades of relative growths science course enrollmentp are

on the decline.-
q

I ,

The factors responsible for the 'relative decline n.-

vcience enrollments And 0*te increasingly skeptical attitude

bf many regarding the value of .science educdtion are as yet

unidentified, but,are, Andaubtedly, numerous and interactive.

Ong might speculate'that, after enjoying the limelight in the

'1960.'s, science' education is suffering from a sort of

"batklash." Or, one might speculate that'it is being

adverselyffected by the trend toward curricular

d iific 41 tion. Statistics show that although public

seconAry school ofleiqngs hap increased greatly during..the

past few decades, the agprage number of courses take(

increasesi.only frothr6.2 subjects per student in 1948 to 6.7

subjects pet student in 972.4'

Another possibility is that the 4ecent introduction

and/or increased empha§is on career educati6n, economic

1
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lkeducation, and vocational educ4ion has been to div.ert

attention and support away from existing programs, 'such as

science, and to heighten the keen competition for instructiona

time which has long existed`among Vario10( areas,of knowledge

It may be that thi more receni, "back-to-basics" movement h

adversely affeCted science education. Some indiViduals uld

I

A

contend, and I'would agree, that\this mOvement is too r cent

to4have had any appreciable impact on science enroll ents Qr

attitudes toward science curricula,- Nevertheless, this move-
.

ment should be recognized as a potential threat o existing

-

programs, including science.

At this point one might logically a "Are present:

day trends in education only temporary p nomena ?" '"Will

they endure for a while and)afterwIrds be replaced by newer

trends?" -"Will science education retain its prese status

ill the curriculum?" "Will it reassume the high status at

the 1.960's and 'again be reco nized as being of vital national .

importance?" "Orwili it, like religious education, and Lawn

,be relegated to curric9ar obscurity?"

I,contend that there is more than a slight chanoe

that science will, in fact, be relegated to curricular

Obscurity unless urgent attention is given to the problem4

of.marketing, or selling, science as a school subject.

SCIENCE EDUCATION AND BUSINESS: AN ANALOGY
.

The lifeblood of any successianl busfnessienterprisQ

is the sel ing of goods andjoitsArvics._,Two of the,malor.
.

4 .
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'factors in determining sales volume are Advertising and

roduct

J

AtiyertisinE

3

If scienceeducatioi is.viewedigs a business enter-
.

prise specializing in a type of educational. service, and if
P .

advertisement and product quality are recognized ar major

determinants of sales, then, it bbcomes eyident that in

order for enrollment in science (sales) to remain} stable,

or to grow,fproper attention must be given to.the problems

of advertising and imp4pvement of quality. of service'.

We are all familiar with advertising that takes the

form
)

of a rationale, or justification, for kluging one service

or product over another. Such advertisements have evolved ih

education as a result of the competition thatt exists among

various subject areas for.a place in the curriculum.

Historically', such "advertisements" have been disseminated

throlp -the reports of speial committees, the position
.

statements of professional scientif+c and teacher organizations,

.and through, the introductory
4 remarM included in textbooks and

other curriculum materials. These advertisements are worded

A for maximum consumer *ppeal. Sind consumer needs and desires

change from time to time, such adiertisements are subject to'

periodic modification; the-modifications depending usually

upbn the prevailing economic, *sociological'; religious, and

political climate of the day.

I
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A few examples will verve to illustrate how the

arguments usedin support,of science education have varied

from time to time. In the mid-nineteenth century, the ,

English Pfiildsonher HerbertSpencer advocated the study of

science on the grounds that scientific knowledge was more

useful than the,other types of knowledge. Scientific
1

knowledge, Spencer said, cOntriKfted more than 'any other
Jb.

,eUbject to the allimportant.human needs of self-preservation 4

,

and maintenance of health.

During the latter part of the nineteenth century,

5

it wat popular to advocate science., any other subject,

on'lhe groUndt that it promdted mental discipline and proper

moral attitudes. In one particular instance,.the dissect

of invertebrate animals was,advocated on the mounds that a

knowledge of invertebrate anatomy would lead students to a

revelation of the attributes ollr-E4pd as the master designer:

Today, this argument strikes most of us as being a bit far

fetched. But,.it was probab -ly quite effective at the time

it was first presented before the Massachusetts Teachers

Association,
6 o".

Ih 1924, the committee "On ,the Place of Science in
4 .

Education" of the Ameriian Association for the Advancement

of Science (AAAS)advocated science because of the importance
-

of scientific thinking and the usefulnessqrthe scientific

..niethod as a means to knowledge.7 Note -th,07,the,committee

-did not Strest the utility of scientiflAc khOwledge ,Oer se.

as Spencer had done earlier.
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As ,a final example, let us consider ,the Progressive

Education Assoc'iation's 1938 publication entitled Science
4

in General' Education.- In this publication, the arguments

given for teaching science include efempnts of both the

AAAS and Spencerian rationale. Arguments stressed the

potential contributions of science courses toward the

development of reflective thinking and theAcquisition of 4.

Iknowledge pertaining to Rersonal-s ial relations, personal

. living, and economic relations.
8

'The inaugural itsue of the JOurhal of College Science

leaching contained an article by Lloyd G. Humphries

interestibgly entitled "The Currrculum Never Changes--Only

the-Reasons for Offering it Change." Iirthp article,

Humphries'points out thai Latin and Greek were once widely

advocated and studied for utilitarian rdasons--utilitarian

in th#t they afforded access to the main body of knowledge

in literature, philosophy, science, and the arts.
9

More .

recently, proponents of the classical languages have urged

the retention of thew- subjects, in the currioulum, not

.because they are useful, but because they are cultural.

ti

It is difficult to reject the idea that there is a

cOnsiderable e1pMent of truth in Humphries'. statement. To

accept it im toto, however, i analagaus to accepting as

4
fact the idea that commercial enterprises can sellthe same

product or service year after year, decade after decade,

simply by attending to advertising.

7
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A second fnctor of importance in determining Success

business is the quality of th goods or services offered.

Well managed companies recognize t long-terth success

depends, to a considerable extent,\on the ProduCtion of

depend4ble, high-quality goods or s rvfces. As tangible

evidence of belief, in the importance of\this factor, businesses

invest significant amounts of capital\

.procedures and in research and develo

' designe to improve goods or services.

quality control

t (R & D) efforts

Again; if we regard science edu ation as a business

specializing in an educational service,we must ask ourselves:

"Whack .measures have been taken to insure\ that the units of.

service (i.e. science courses) are reasohably.reliable and

uniform?" "What research and development have,been

undertaken?"

Without attempting to respond i great depth, let

us .consider the question pertaining to nality control.

Prior to 1893, science ed4cation in Am rican secondary

schools had no uniform standards. Science courses varied

widely in both content and length. In 1893, the so-called

Committee of, Ten completed a set of recommendations which,

among other things, led to the standardization of the length

of science courses.
10

The mention of standardi'zing.the

length of science courses may sound more,lie quantity

control than quality control. However, quantititfve

specifications of products or services fall within the

industtiAl definition of quality control.

8
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provided.

,*
At the elementary echoOl aid college letels, little

has been .accomplished in'tthe area of qua)ity comtro14.. State

statutes and the regulations of accrediting agencies vequirimg

f
.

s.,

that
.

specified "amounts of-e?ience. instruction be prOvides

44re, however, telded'to ti,Aaiiefti'e the amount of service

Let Us, now turn to the 4ueption of research and

development: It is not uncomm2n for a corporation, such

as General' Motors, to spend many millio4k/Of dollars in the

development and design of an automobtle which will become

obsolete in a few years; '..Superficially, this might appear

to be an unwise investment of com any resources. Experience

and company success, hofever, save proven otherwise.

It wouldbe difficult to cite an enterprise that
# .

invests a smaller percentage of,-its capital resources in

research and development than does educattOn. .As a.

subsidiary of the overall educational enterprise, science

education is no exception. Education is America's largest ,

public investment. Most states allot approximately,forty
4

per cent of their annual budgets to education.
11

The

Federal government vends more than seven billion-dollars

a year on educatio .

12 --,Xt, the allotment of a few mil/ion

doh -lars pier year for educational research and curriculum

development is frequently viewed as a wadteful frill: To

Make matters worse, the recent trend at the FelKal leyql

ears to be in the direction of relatively smaller.

app opri4tionsdor educational research and 'development.
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1PUring the 1969-75 period, for example, the total Federal

budget grew by 69.8 per cent,'while Federal funds Aligated
I

for educational research /arid developMent grew by only 32.6.
I

per cent.
13 Even this difference does not suggest the

decreased Federal commitment to research and development

in, science. education specifically. The National Science

'Foundation, an agency which supports much of the R & D

effort in science education, has actually had a 26.9'per

cent set reduction in appropriations"diuing the 1969-75

periosi.
14

The Federally sponsored curriculum development

projects of the 1960's stand out as., the first and only

large-scale curriculum development efforts' in the history
1

of American Oltellce education. Only time will tell if they

will be the last. The reduedZumber of projects receiving

financial support from. Federal agencies during the past

several years certainly does little to improve the prospects

" for increasing interest in science through improvement of

the 'quality of service offered.

MARKETING SCIENCE EDUCATION: POSSIBLE STRATEGIES

The "Fatalistic" Strategy

The fatalistic strategy is really not a.strarft,

at all. ft, is merely thy acceptance of the idea,that the

forces that determine popularity and/or academic worthiness

*
Of school subjects cannot be anticipated, manipulated, nor

1 0
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'controlled. Consequently, implementation of this strategy
lb.

requires-no action.

k I

/-

The "Advertising" Strategy

The basfc'qictum, of the advertising strategy is
4

that the popul4rtty and perceived worthiness ,of any school

subject can pe controlled through proper "advertising,"

Strict adherance to this strategy would amount to an

acceptance of Humphries' aphorism "the curriculum never

4
changes--only the reasohs for offering it change,'! History

has shown that this strategy s not-necessarily effective.

over the long haul. There is no subject so basic to the,,,,

curriculum that it cannot eventually be replaced. Rec'all

that Latin and Greek once formed the core of a good secondary

education. On the other hand, thete is no eubject so limited ,

in scope and importance that it cannot become a core subject.

This should be.especiallyflear to. those of us whO,ire

familiar with how scieffte offerings have evolved,frop

abbreRiated elective courses offered primarily in vocational-

type schools to full-length; required courses offered by all

types of schools at all educational.levels. Implementation

of this strategy requires that the managers of the'science
ti

education enterprise arrange for appropriate advertising. #

The "Improved Product Quality" (Strategy

According to the'improved product quality strategy,

the key to cre.atinjand maintaining widespread interest in

any school subject is to insure that every course offered

4

t.
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under the.,nams of the subject (brand) meete,specifications- ,

of quality ,and is truly intel-esting,aa IMple-
#' 9

mentation of this strategy requi4t.that...tlie4uAlagers .of

science education pet enforcable. standardslof CTse quality ..
7-

Ar

and that they engage in reseaFch,and, deve Merit aimed at 4

improving and uPdatifk science curricula on A continuing
. ,

basis. - /.'

4

,

'UNANSWERED QUESTIONS PERTAINING TO THE MARKETING

, OF SCIENCE EDUCATION
. A -

If one rejects the fatalistic strategy kas a means

4
of maintaining and improving the acceptance a ience as

40.

a school.subject and accepts the Apertisin% strategy or the'

improved product quality
Sc

trategy or some combjnation of the

two, numerous unanswered questions become apparent.

With regardto advertising, for example; what form

shoudd the advertising take? Is the traditional-form of

presenting #rguments for sciente,eduaktion in the introductory
!

remarks of textbOokS and in the reports and reco endations of

professional" committees enough? Should we not encourage com

petitiv e,and/olh creative activities which attract attention
1 - .4

'to science programs?. Should professional science education,

organizations sponsor commerjcal adyertisemen'ts ontelevision,
.00

as does heglth and physical education, for'exam5ie?

,If we do dedide to'advertise, who Should beithe target

.populatibn(s)?, Students?."Scienc90Xeachefs? School'.

administratoTs .and curriculum specialists? Legislators?

The general public?
12
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If we attempt tb- promote science education =rough,
. 4,

;
. 4

411,. 4-standardizat.ion'and impiovementloP.CUrricufa, how shall we
.

.
. .

.

raise the necessary R & D funds., Can we obtain them through

' , % -- 4 . .

lobbying efforts at the focal, State, and national, levels?

'.'. , . ,-

.
Are-We because of our status ' a tax-supported enterprise

,

--lidoopedto an
4

eternal shortage of R & D funds. 'Will it be

, . Q. .

6

necessary
.
or appropriate for our professional organizations'

# .

. * P
to'sponsor,fund-raising drives to Promote R & D Jprojects in

a.

G

coritical areas?

,MARKETING SCIENCE EDUCATION; A SUGGESTED, STRATEGY
\

Any proposed strategy for promoting Science education
.

. .

kkikely to receive something less than the unani ?ous support

of the science education community. This is only natura

since any proposal must necessarily be based on' subject

,

factors Such as the analysis of soc ial, palitiCal,',and economic
-

. , . .

.,,,,,yends; the eXamination.of.curricular trends frorika historical
.

.
.

perspective; and-. athe experience and intuition of the indlviduale.%.

, .

. proposing the strategy.,, Therefore, the following strategy is

suggested with the understanding t.hat milky will disagree with

14 and, furthermore, are S4stifiedih..doing so.
NIP

The strategywhich I would propose would .seek -to

improve acceptance of science education through better use

.
of ,-advertising .and imOgved Pquality of service." The

.

emphasis would be 'cin the former as ameani to achieving the

latter.
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IMPLEMENTING THE STRATEGY

12

As mentioned previouSly, advertising in' education
, .

tr,equently tak,4 fie form of a,ratibnale presented in a
-

.textbook or commitir report. Recent advertisements seem

,tok.,have fallenlappto a pattern of emphasizing the contributions

. of science on.the develop4ent of basic mental functions while

ignoring the utility cf scientific knowledge per 'se.

The 59th Yearbook of the National Society 'for the

Study of Education'stressed the dependence of society on

4' science and emphasized'understanding of the nature of science

gio

,and the development cif. problem solidrig skills as major goals

of science instruction.
15

Via

141 its position statement on, science education for

the '70s1 lie National Science Teachers Association indicated

that-the value of Science lay in its ability to develop.,

.
scientifiCallY-literate cititens with the necessary

intellectual resources, values,-attitudes, and inquiry

skills to promotethe development of man as a rational human

being. 16

4 a

t., isappirent that the preceding advertisements

stress the pdtpifial of science<promote the development
.

of nera Intellectual qualities and skills rather than
.-

knoWledge.of partj.cular facts and theories. They are

reminiscent of the advertisements put forth by the proponents

of the classical languages in the nineteenth century.

(14vocates of the classics' argued that the study of Latin and

Greek strengthened general menial faculties and were important
s

,

, 14



not because of content per s, but because they trained-

the memory, deVeloPed aPpropriate attitudes and values,

and cultivated good jndgment:17

The managers of science education should be alert
1/4

to the fact that the arguments of the classicists were
411E

ineffective. The classics were gradually phased out of-

the curriculum and replaced by the sciences--subjects which,

were justified primarily on utilitarian grounds by Spencer

in his persuasive essay entitled: '"What Knowledge-is of

Most Worth?"
18

Let us now refocus. our attention on a goal which

the managers of science education have long striven for;

that is, the goalof improving'the quality of service

offered. Asindicated earlier,` finance are the key to

A

improving quality of service. Without sufficient funds for

R & D, modifying and revising science curricula to meet the

ever changing interests and needs of our customers will be

difficult, if not impossible.

If the key to imprOved service is increased funds

fof R & D, the logical follow-up question is: "What is the

key to increased funds for R & p?" Aside from obvious-
.

factors such as the state.cf the economy, the answer would

appear to be demand--demand from the general public and

demand from science educators as a special interest group.

Here again, advertising Plays the key'rille. Public demand

for any school Program is likely tote determined mainly, by

how "sold" the public i$ on the program fn questiOIC. Since

15



it is-obvious that advertising playa an important role in

A

determining.the degree of acceptance,of,school subjects,

several recommendations regarding advertising are in order.

* Future" ertising should stress the
utilitar n as well as the general
benefits that accrue from,the study
of science. It is important that
benefits of scientific kn6wledg"
per se be emphasized and that we not
repeat the mistakes of the-cfassicists;
I have elaborated on this point in
some detail elsewhere.V

* Whenever posstble, future advertising should
be conduCted in such away as to promote
science in a Subtle way, rather thankby
using a "hard sell" approach.. For example,
a well-ptAblicized science fair ,would, consul
tute subfle-advertisement;.whereas, a
brodhure describing the importance of
science education and distributed to parents
at, say, a school -wide open house, woulld
constitute a "hard sell."

* .Fulure advertising should attempt to promote
the imkge of science as *a subject for all.
ages, races, sexes, and intellectual abilities.
At present, the-tmage.is much too academic and,
henge, isunattractive to average and below
_average students.

.

* 'Future advertising should be dirwted primarily .

toward educational decision makers: As Mentioned .
previously, advertising has historically been
transmitted through committee repdrt,sspecial
studies, and through textbooks And-other,.
curriculum materials: The target^group of
such advertising includeS, of course, the.
readers of these materials--primarily. students,
teachers, and university science educators.
These indiyiduafs seldom haVe major decision
making responsibility.' Consequently,-advertise-
ments need to be disseminated 1; such a waY as

. to inclgde school administrators/,,-curriculum
Specialists, legislators, and others%ln decision
making positions.. Thismay-necessitate the
development of new diSsbmination techniques or.'
the mare .effective use ,of present ones. ,In

16
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,

, addition to the u se of printed materials,
possibilities for using visual media;

.specially designed inservice programs and
workshops, and the use of professiOnal
lobbyists shoUld be explored as, ways' of
reaching educational.decision makers.

In addition to the above suggestions for improving

advertising, there are 416rous other Suggestions which,

if implemented, might help to-improve the image of science

and aid its acceptance as a curricular offering._ Some of

these include:

* Establishing an accrediting association for
purposes of recognizingand honoring
elementary, secondary and collegiate programs
that meet specified standards '01 quality. The
accrediting association 8ould be tn'existing
wrganization, such as the National Science
Teachers Assodiation,or a new association
could be'founded. The anticipated effect of
such an acci)i-diting association would be to
stimulate andiencourage institutions to'strive
for, agemaintain; high-quality science programs.

* Treating controversial subjects, such as birth
-control and human evolution, in a low-key,
unobtrusive manner pots to avoid adVerse
reactions and publicity.

%* SystematiCally identif'ing, perhaps through
local and/or national surveys, areas which are,
or may. be expected to become, subjects of
widespread student end/Or public interest.

* Developing of regional, national, or inter-
national centers-for rdsearclivhd development
in scienee education. Such dftters,should be
equipped and staffed to respond rapidly to
newly identified consumer interests and demands.
A serious current problem in materials

,develoliMent is the length of time'between
the identification of new consumer interests
and'the availability of new materials: Take
ecology,,for example:' By the time new
curriculum materials pertaining to--ecology
became available, interest had already started
fo'decline.r For this reason, efforts must be
made to reduce the turn around time between
identification of.new interests and the
availability of,new materials; Also, efforts
must be made to learn to predict future needs'
and-interests.

t r.
Ft'
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SUMMARY AND cONCLUSION:..

Enrollment in science education has come a long way.
. .

,In 1890, only about 360,000 'students were enrolled-in

Secondary-level science courses; but by 1974, estimates'

of enrollment ranged }upwards. of 15,000?000.
20 Yet,,there

isneason for concern and room for improVement in science

enrollments.

We:must recognize that science still ranks behind

most other major subject areds in enkollments. Acporqing

f 21 ..
4 to.'reoent statistics Science currently enrolls 'fewer

. students than either, mathematics, the Social sciences,

health and physical'educatioh, or Englidh, In percentage

r-,
increase in- enrollments du?ingthe 1960-1972 period, science

J
was badly outStrippedwas languages, health and

phySsical &InCation, and English.22

-I "is difficult, if not imposOble, to predict what,

qtSe the future holds for science education.: Nevertheless, it
/

,

. ,1

is the'. duty of the science education community not to

'leavRV.the.matter to chance. We must at least attempt ty

.,control destihy. To d8 thig, we must give careful

"
,attention -to the marketing of our subject.

1

a,

OV'4

A .

,

18
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